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This paper describes the work undertaken as part of IEA’s Task 3 (Use of Photovoltaic Power Systems in StandAlone and Island Applications) PVPS Implementing Agreement. The long term objective of this work is to facilitate
large scale dissemination of stand alone PV systems by addressing technical issues concerning load management, and
by exploring cost efficient appliances management strategies, that can contribute to cost reduction through
standardisation and modularity.
One of the activities of this task is related to technical issues in load management and new applications; In a stand
alone PV system, the characteristic of the load and its distribution on both a daily and a seasonal basis is important.
A well matched load together with a carefully selected choice of appliances can lead to significant savings in terms
of reduced need for PV and electricity storage capacity. Conversely, inefficient appliances and processes, standby
loads and inappropriate loads such as electric stoves, will increase the requirement for expensive PV and storage
capacity. Inappropriate loads are very often the origin of PV system malfunction or failure. Start-up power peaks, or
reactive power and harmonic distortion can cause system signal instability and protective devices will close the system
down. This paper presents a survey of real cases with load related problems in world wide applications, their effect on
quality and cost of the service and the solutions that were adopted.
One of the main conclusions of the work is the importance to integrate the choice of the appliance as much as
possible to the PV rural electrification programs.
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With the aim of contributing to a better understanding
of these issues and to help designer engineers and trouble
shooting field technicians we have gathered real examples
of problems related to loads from several operating systems
throughout the world. The case studies used are fully
documented at the Task 3 website. The wide range of
problems can be classified into seven groups:

INTRODUCTION

In a stand alone PV (SAPV) systems special attention
must be paid to the load. In fact the bulk of the problems
encountered with system operation can be traced back to
inefficient appliances and processes or unmatched loads.
Task 3 of the Photovoltaic Power Systems
Implementing Agreement of the International Energy
Agency has a specific subtask for dealing with problems
related to load management in SAPV systems. The present
paper describes the work being done within Task 3 to
categorise the more common problems and prescribe cost
effective solutions.
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For all systems (AC and DC supply systems):
A1-Choice of appliances: some loads are inadequate for
stand-alone PV systems.
A2-Housewiring: substandard or inadequate wiring and
protections switches will also cause poor system response.
A3-Low efficiency: energy consumption depends on load
efficiency.
A4-Stand-by loads: electric power is uselessly lost in the
stand-by mode of some loads.
A5-Start-up: in-rush currents in the start-up of some loads
can create temporal overload of the system.
Only for AC:
AC1-Reactive power: when capacitive or inductive
appliances are used, real circulating current differs from the
consumed.
AC2-Harmonic distortion: Some electronic appliances
can create waveform deformation of the output inverter
signal.

LOAD RELATED PROBLEMS

2.1

Summary
PV system components have high reliability and are
currently meeting or exceeding high quality standards.
Nevertheless, rural electrification projects frequently do not
perform as expected and more often than not, long term
service sustainability is not achieved. It is commonly
found that the lack of performance is attributable to nontechnical factors.
[1]. But there are also technical
breakdowns of systems and the frequency of their
occurrence has to be reduced to improve the acceptability
of this technology [2]. Improvements can be made through
a better system design and component match. But this may
prove insufficient if one does not consider that, in small
systems the loads and the user behaviour can have a big
influence on system failures [3].

A.1. Bad choice
For good overall rural energisation it is better not to use
electricity for all types of load. For example, generally it is
not appropriate to use PV electricity to produce heat.
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lifetime than conventional ones, resulting in self-saving of
its own extra costs [2].
• Some users of remote systems can have problems in
purchasing efficient appliances. A solution would be to
include the purchase of these appliances in the project.
• In the cases where the appliances are already
existing, it is advised to measure the actual consumption
before sizing. The advantage of replacement with efficient
appliances can be calculated.
-Examples:
• A European high efficient 11W lamp generates 600
lm, as much as a conventional 60W one, with almost six
times less energy consumption. Moreover, its lifetime is
eight times longer (8000 vs. 1000h) [5].
• A European Class A refrigerator of 397 l (291l
fridge; 82l freezer) consumes 1.000 Wh/day. Another
conventional class C refrigerator with similar capacity
consumes 1.660 Wh/day [6].

-Problems:
These thermal appliances can have dramatic
consequences for the system:
• High consumption will cause the system to cut out.
• Permanent low SOC of batteries and deep discharge
can damage batteries.
• If it is a PV hybrid (genset) system, increase of
running hours of genset but also of exploitation costs.
-Solutions:
• The appliances which convert electric to thermal
energy can be replaced, using gas, liquid fuel or solarthermal collectors.
• Use of specially modified appliances where electrical
to thermal energy conversion is essential Eg. Autoclave
sterilizers.
-Examples:
A conventional electric water heater of 2200 W,
operating during 1h, consumes 2.2 kWh (the energy needed
to heat 100 l of water, raising 20ºC).

A.4. Stand-by
The stand by mode of some electronic appliances
consumes generally a few watts.
-Problems:
• When these appliances are left on standby for hours
or even
days, their cumulative effect can become a
significant component of system consumption. This may be
reflected as low charge of the batteries and earlier cut off of
the system.
-Solutions:
• If the appliances which aren’t useful on this mode
(e.g. TV, hi-fi) were disconnected, the useless consumption
would be reduced. With the appliances, which cannot be
disconnected (e.g. emergency lamp) it would be good to
choose those that have higher efficiencies.
-Examples:
• A conventional hi-fi consumes, in stand-by mode,
5W. If it was connected during all the day, it would
consume 0.12 kWh/day, 3.6 kWh in a month.
• In Japan about 10% electricity consumption of
domestic use is stand-by power [4].

A.2. Housewiring.
Wiring is an important issue to guarantee correct
performance when using appliances. Having undersized
or damaged distribution cables, can lead to the following
problems.
- Problems:
• If section of wires is undersized, high current
through these can cause a fire. ( by Joule effect)
• Undervoltage may detrimentally affect the
performance of some appliances.
-Solutions:
•
Housewiring should be implemented by an
accredited electrician.
• Current limiters and switches must be installed to
avoid high currents and drains
-Examples:
•
Undervoltage will cause a fluorescent lamp to
oscillate continuously preventing start up.

A.3. Low efficiency
There are in the market electric appliances that provide
an identical service, but with different efficiency. Often
the user will be poorly advised and will select the appliance
on price rather than efficiency considerations.
-Problems:
• If the system was sized for efficient loads and,
inefficient devices are used, insufficient energy is
available, resulting in:
-Frequent cut-offs
-Frequent low SOC of batteries resulting in low life.
-System undersized.
-User unsatisfied and may even by-pass the controller!
-If diesel genset runs periodically, operating costs can
increase dramatically due to increase of demand.
• Where the overall system cost is taken to include
capital, operating and appliance costs, the cheapest system
will be the one that includes efficient appliances.
-Solutions:
• Using high efficient appliances the system will be
cheaper than with high consumption devices. In addition,
almost all high efficient appliances have longer operation

A.5. Start-up
Some appliances consume high electric power (several
times its rated power) at start-up.
-Problems:
• if the system was not sized to deliver the peak
power:
-Cut-off of the supply.
-Low voltage transient.
-Solutions:
• In case of AC current, the inverters should resist
peaks of power several times higher than its rated power
value, during the short start-up periods.
• The loads affected should have a starter, which could
“soften” the start-up.
• The problem would be solved using loads according
to the availability of power, always considering energyavailability (e.g. water pump with less kW but operating
during longer time).
• In case of simultaneous start up of the appliances, the
peak power would be the sum of each one. Progressive
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• Current through the cables is higher than necessary,
resulting in the need to increase the wire section to reduce
voltage drops. This will add to the cost of cabling..
-Solutions:
•
Reduce the need for inductive loads like
conventional ballasts, etc.
• These inductive, capacitive loads can be managed in
order to reduce reactive power.
• Use of synchronous motors instead of induction
motors in the relevant appliances;
• Install capacitors at the inductive load or the
distribution panel to provide the required amount of
capacitive reactance.
-Examples:
• The consumption of an electric motor can have a
phase between current and voltage of 50º (cos(50º)=0.64).
The current consumed is, in this case, about 64% of the real
one.
• Figure 3 shows the output signal of an inverter,
when a 110 W fridge is connected; the phase difference
between current and voltage can be observed.

start-up of the loads connected should be done, controlled
by the inverter or another device.
• The last solution would be to use an alternative
power source for problematic loads (e.g. a diesel
generator,...)
• Specify the inverter continuous watts and surge watts
by estimating the surge requirements correctly;
• Use a linear current booster or use permanent
magnets in pumping systems to assist start-up;
-Examples:
• In the figure 1, there is the start up current of a
conventional refrigerator. The maximum peak power is 933
W (6 A), six times greater than its nominal value (155 W, 1
A). Also note the long duration of the surge (4.5 seconds).

Figure 1: Start-up of a Refrigerator. Current (A) vs. Time
(s).
• The start-up current and voltage of a 2 kW water
pump is shown in figure 2. The water pump consumes
5000 watts during the start-up, more than twice of its rated
power value. The output voltage of the inverter decreases
until 190 V (of 230 V).
Figure 3: Output current and voltage of a sinusoidal
inverter, feeding a 110 W fridge.

A.C.2. Harmonic distortion
Some non-linear electric loads are generating signal
distortion on the power line.
- Problems:
• this causes voltage deformation in the output signal
of the inverter, which may cause problems with the other
loads.
• Harmonics can shorten the life of the appliances by
voltage stress and increased heating of electrical insulation.
• Some devices need to sense ‘zero-crossings’ to
control internal switching and could malfunction as the
‘zero-crossings’ may appear to shift because of harmonics;
-Solutions:
• Use of output filtering or use of inverters with high
switching frequency in situations where harmonics are
expected.
-Examples:
• Figure 4 shows the output signal of a sinusoidal
inverter, when a non-linear load is connected in a 55%
loadlevel. The voltage deformation created by irregular and
sudden current consumption can be seen.

Figure 2: Start-up of a water pump in a stand alone PV
system. The first channel is current, and the second is
Voltage versus time.
• A starter used for a water pump can be a device
which produces a frequency variation of the output inverter
AC signal, to improve the start up of the water pump.

A.C.1. Reactive power
All the non-ohmic loads consume reactive power. So,
the phase between voltage and current is not zero.
- Problems:
• The current to be delivered by the inverter is much
higher than the real consumption, resulting in a possible
overcharging of the system.
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PAST EXPERIENCES TO AVOID FUTURE
TROUBLES

Experience gained from stand-alone PV systems
installed all around the world confirms the importance of
appliance
efficiency,
system
typology,
system
management, and the correct housewiring that assures good
performance of the system and quality of service to the
user. Table I shows examples of the type of information
being gathered:

Figure 4: Output current and voltage of a sinusoidal
inverter, when a non-linear load is connected (Load level
55%).

Type of
load or
application
TVs / AC
videos

EXAMPLES OF PROBLEMS RELATED TO APPLIANCES AND SOLUTIONS ADOPTED.
Solutions
recommended
Causes (observed or
Observations
assumed)
Problem Solutions adopted
Find in the market
The "old" device was
Switch-off the
devices with less
devices
Consumption related with watching replaced with a more
recent one, integrating a Stand-by mechanically, when stand-by
TV increases.
consumption.
stand-by function.
loads it’s not used.

Unadapted inverter: wave
Find in the market a
TV with less peak
Start-up problems with a 80W TV shape can't absorb the
fed with a 150 VA inverter.
peak power occurred
Start-up power.
during the TV start-up.
With the lack of a charge regulator,
the user links the state of charge of Rusticity of the installation HouseTVs
the batteries to the quality of the
of distribution. Are the
wiring No one.
image. When the image isn't
elementary userappropriate, he concludes that the behaviour-rules respected?
voltage level is so low, and blames
for it.
Table I: example of a list of problems related to TVs in SAPV systems.
TVs / AC
videos

Change of a
stronger inverter to
stand-up the peak
of power.
Install a charge
regulator.

A larger list of such experience coming from the field is available on the Task 3 website
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CONCLUSIONS
Problems occurring when connecting appliances to a
PV-system can be solved by buying appropriate appliances;
For the consumption issue, there are in the market high
efficient lamps, freezers, and other appliances, with
consumption rates several times lower than the
conventional ones. Relating to the reactive power, there are
e.g. fluorescent lights with electronic ballast which allow a
phase to phase voltage-current consumption. Other
problems like harmonic distortion, stand-by loads, and
start-up currents can’t be easily solved, because these are
basicly technical problems that are always present in some
of the shelf appliances. Furthermore, PV-market is not yet
high enough to manufacture adequate appliances –without
these problems- at reasonable prices. On these cases, the
best solution is to modify the design of the system (mainly
batteries and inverters) to account for the losses introduced
by appliances. Housewiring done by an accredited
electrician can avoid unnecessary troubles to the user when
using appliances. It is recommended that loads are

considered as an integral part of the implementation
projects.
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